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The gripping detective mystery series and first novel in the Archangel Trilogy. From the author of
the millon-downloaded Emma Holden Trilogy and Kindle Number One Someone to Save You...A
missing girl...Natalie Long is missing. About to board a high speed train from London’s
Paddington station, she has vanished without a trace. Just two days earlier, things were so
different. One of eight candidates staying at an exclusive West London property, Natalie was
competing for the chance of a lifetime - a career at one of the world’s most dynamic and
mysterious companies, Brand New.A determined detective...For Detective Chief Inspector Paul
Cullen of the British Transport Police, the case is personal. Natalie is good friends with his
daughter, Amy, who is certain Natalie is in great danger.A life on the line...Something terrible did
happen that weekend. And the time for answers is running out. But can DCI Cullen uncover the
truth, before it is too late?Praise for Paul's other novels:“Pilkington is on top form with this fast-
paced thriller...he has delivered a master class in suspense.” — LJ Ross, bestselling author of
the DCI Ryan Mysteries.It's rare to find a thriller writer who can simultaneous propel us readers
forward at a breakneck pace and yet engage our minds as we unravel puzzles brilliantly seeded
through the story. Pilkington does just this. The One You Love will captivate and keep you up
nights - Jeffery Deaver, internationally bestselling author.

About the AuthorAuthor Biography (1,000 characters including spaces) Known for his fast-
paced thrillers and mysteries packed with suspense, twists, turns and cliffhangers, Paul
Pilkington is a British writer from the north-west of England. He is the author of the Emma
Holden suspense mystery trilogy, the first of which, The One You Love (2011), was number one
in the Bookseller Fiction Heatseekers chart. The second in the series, The One You Fear (2013),
was named as one of the Best Kindle Books of 2013 (UK Kindle Store Editor’s Choice). The final
instalment, The One You Trust (2014), has helped the series to achieve over 4,000 five-star
reviews on Ebook Tops. He is also the author of standalone mystery thriller Someone to Save
You, which is a Kindle #1 bestseller in the UK and Australia. Paul loves hearing from his readers.
You can find him online at www.paulpilkington.com, chat with him at www.facebook.com/
paulpilkingtonauthor or tweet him at www.twitter.com/paulpilkington. --This text refers to the
audioCD edition.
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The Write Edge, “Another winner from Paul Pilkington!. A policeman puzzles over the
disappearance of his daughter’s friend, despite his initial misgivings that she’s missing at all. The
longer she’s gone, however, the more convinced he becomes that she didn’t leave town of her
own accord. After a hiatus, author Paul Pilkington is back with another thriller in the excellent
novel Long Gone, the first in a series starring Pilkington’s newest hero, DCI Paul
Cullen.Detective Chief Inspector Paul Cullen is having a bad day. As a cop on the British
Transport Police force, his jurisdiction includes any crimes committed on London’s public
transportation. While on duty he follows a hunch and rushes after a suspect, only to lose him in
the worst way possible. The senior officer recommends a week off so he can clear his head and
so the department can conduct an inquiry.Paul loves being a cop; he considers it his life’s calling
and worries about the potential fallout from his actions. When his daughter, Amy, calls, Paul
welcomes the distraction. He needs something to occupy his time and mind.Amy isn’t calling
just to say hello, however. Her roommate, Natalie, was supposed to come back on the train the
previous evening after a weekend at a job interview. The last text Amy received from Natalie was
that she was boarding the train and that she’d made a mistake trying for the job. Since then, she
hasn’t heard from Natalie. No text and no roommate.Paul hesitates to do anything. He doesn’t
doubt Amy’s sincerity, but he does wonder whether she might be misreading the facts. The
previous year Amy struggled with anxiety, and while she’s learned to manage it and turned her
life around for the better Paul still worries about her. In fact, Amy’s challenges drove a wedge
between Paul and his wife who he’s now trying to win back.Amy is insistent, however. When
Natalie doesn’t come home, Paul’s police instincts get alerted. Because of his leave of absence,
he has the time on his hands to look into what happened. Now he’ll just have to remain wary of
whatever forces took Natalie, his own colleagues, and even the media if he wants to help bring
the girl home.Author Paul Pilkington comes back in full force with a compelling story that will
convince readers to stay up long past their bedtimes. As always, every single strand of the plot is
pulled taut until it rings with authenticity. Pilkington weaves his mysteries with care; the result is a
complex tapestry of good old-fashioned thriller fun.Paul Cullen as the protagonist is complicated
and flawed. While he never loses sight of what’s ultimately right or wrong, he doesn’t hesitate to
get close to the line between the two when it means searching for the truth. Pilkington sets up
Paul Cullen well for future mysteries; although readers never get to meet Paul’s wife, his
relationship with his daughter will endear both to readers. If she appears in any of them, Amy will
be a welcome addition to future Paul Cullen mysteries.Pilkington will keep readers guessing until
the end about Natalie’s whereabouts by setting up what seems like an impossible premise:
Natalie disappears after a weekend at an invitation-only job recruitment event and receiving
praise for her performance there. While the fallout might feel familiar, from other books, the way
Pilkington leads his readers from one plot point to another is invigorating.Fans of Paul
Pilkington’s work will not be disappointed. Anyone new to his books will find this a great place to



start. I recommend readers Binge Long Gone.”

MARTHA GRAHAM, “Finally! a mystery that held my interest!!. I've never been able to sustain an
interest in thrillers, mysteries, whodunits, despite my need to sometimes get away from the usual
non-fiction and current issues I read about. This one entertained me, and it did not offend me
with sloppy and repetitive information. It also intrigued me because it deals with what very well
could happen in a new, upstart corporation which gets a lot of hype from various sources but
beneath that turns out to be corrupt or even dangerous. I learned a lot. Best of all, I just kept
reading until I'd finished it, sometimes laughing and at other times feeling pretty uptight about
how things may turn out. I recommend it, especially if you've never enjoyed such a book
before!!! OH! Set in London, mostly, and the descriptions of parts of that city are accurate and
entertaining, too!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Long Gone: Book 1. This is the first book I have read from this author. I
would recommend this book/author to family, friends, and anyone reading reviews looking for a
good series of books to read. Your going to like these characters and want to continue reading to
find out what happens in the next book.”

J. Bean, “Excellent. The mystery was well written and kept you glued to the story. The suspense
escalated slowly but methodically to the end. The ending climax was exceptional. What an
awesome ending. As an added treat, the was no foul language, no deviant sex and no grafic
violance. Well done Mr. Pilkington.”

Lynda Kelly, “He Blew That 5*. I'm SO mad with this author !!! This was a 5* read without a
doubt, I whizzed through it in a day BUT he did THAT thing where in all good consciousness I
have to dock a star, and that is spelling your own character's name wrong. I almost went against
my own rules and was going to award 5* anyway, but I've knocked other great books down to 4*
for doing just the same, so it's with a heavy heart I give this 4*. Though, in fairness, it isn't MY
fault this happened. If I noticed it, then someone proofreading for him ought to have spotted it, so
he needs to blame them !!The story was very interesting and really holds your interest. Great
characters, too. I look forward to seeing more of Paul Cullen and how things go for him. I did
think that Natalie did have some godawful luck running into 3 sexpests in a matter of weeks !
There were also a surfeit of bean-to-cup coffee machines......surely somebody in the place
drank instant or filtered coffee !!Other notations I made was where he mentioned someone was
going to "have a feel" whereas I've always heard it referred to as "cop a feel".....and again when
he writes cause for thought when it's usually pause for thought. He kept writing ticks and not tics
and referred to Lowry as DS and not LS, which wasn't good, either. Neither was one person
leaving the interview process and one of the competitors said "One down, eight to go," when
there were eight to begin with. Ouch !! Then of course THAT mistake where Diana was suddenly



altered to Diane......sigh.....oh....he also wrote Babysham and not Babycham and then
complimenting and not complementing.Then he wrote this passage: "I know of her, but I don't
know her. We never met.""You've never met," Cullen said, correcting the tense........I saw nothing
wrong with what she had said and didn't think she needed correction !! Yet a few pages further in
and he wrote spent and not spend so got his own tenses wrong !There are quite a few missed
off apostrophes and speechmarks and I noticed Yvonne Pearson was mentioned twice in his
mentions at the end on those who pre-ordered the book. I only spotted this because one of the
Yorkshire Ripper's victims was also Yvonne Pearson.....Let's hope the editing improves in the
next instalment and he gets his 5* !!”

Julie, “Long Gone - You won't be able to stop reading!. I was given the privilege of having a first
read of this book and finished it in 24hrs, couldn't put it down. I'm hoping there will be a trilogy
like the Emma Holden Trilogy. The book lures you in from the first chapter and the twists and
turns within the plot keep you wanting to read more. Just when you thought you've worked it out
another twist in the plot but keeps you intrigued!Roll on more of the Paul Cullen mystery!Brilliant
read, a must buy!”

D. Elliott, “Actuality and Abuse. Often mystery stories are far-fetched – but not ‘Long Gone’ – it
has a ring of credibility. The book has three main elements, all relating to main protagonist Paul
Cullen as a DCI with the British Transport Police operating in the London area. It has twists,
turns and red-herrings but it is neatly and firmly anchored to actuality.The first element is a
fruitless attempt by Paul to apprehend an abusive sex pest on the London Underground where it
ends in disaster as the runaway is accidently killed but Paul is accused of murder and has to
take a break from duty. The second element involves Natalie Long as a university student taking
part in a competitive selection process to appoint a winner to work with a highly successful
marketing and branding organisation. Apparently Natalie has cut herself off and disappeared,
and the third element has her flatmate Amy Cullen urging her father Paul to use his position to
investigate Natalie as a missing person.Amongst these ingredients for a great mystery there
runs ‘abuse’ as a strong theme throughout ‘Long Gone’. Paul abuses his position in seeking to
assist daughter Amy, who herself has just emerged from an abusive controlling relationship with
her boyfriend, and her friend Natalie is abused in multiple ways. Author Paul Pilkington skilfully
weaves these issues together and he creates a feeling of empathy for his characters, and he
does so via well-structured plausible plotting. This gets a bit chaotic at the denouement – but
hey it’s fiction’ and it doesn’t undermine what is a 5-star read.”

Patricia, “Intriguing. Loved this book especially the interaction between father and daughter. Kept
me guessing till the last page. Look forward to more of this character, I am sure there are lots
more adventures for Detective Cullen to have.”



The book by Paul Pilkington has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 1,513 people have provided feedback.
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